THE   PRISONER	28l
The second CM War lasted barely four months. The alliance between Presbyterian Scots and English Cavaliers was hardly a happy one, and their mutual endeavours were hopelessly mistimed. Before Hamilton crossed the Border, Cromwell had already broken the back of insurrec* tion in Wales, while Fairfax cleared the Royalists of Kent and Essex into Colchester and shut them up in a siege. Cromwell marched north to find Hamilton's troops straggling along many miles of Lancashire roads, cut them in t\70 at the battle of Preston, and destroyed them piecemeal.
Charles's attempts to escape from Carisbrooke were as fruitless as Hamilton's generalship. The first was balked by an iron bar across his window: Harry Firebrace, who was managing the business, wished to saw it through; Charles thought that to do so was to give the plot away at the start, and having tried with his head, he was confident he could squeeze his whole body through, in spite of the bar. Night came; Firebrace arranged for horses outside the walls, and waited below the King's window to conduct him to them, He heard the King scuffling and groaning above ,him while he waited on tenterhooks below. Then suddenly the sounds ceased; a lighted candle appeared in the window; it was the signal that all had failed, Charles had miscalculated the size of the window, just as he had miscalculated the political forces that were bringing him from throne to scaffold,
It was proclaimed High Treason to help the King escape, and a man was put to death for attempting it. Every scheme was betrayed to Hammond by some treacherous accomplice: one, it was said, was a mere trap concocted by Hammond's lieutenant, Rolph, who waited in the dark to shoot Charles if he took advantage of the arrangements.
Meanwhile Parliament had grown tired of Cromwell and the army, and had even refused to declare itself against the Scots whom he had hurried off to fight, While he was away, it hoped to conclude an agreement with the King,

